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Digital Archiving Section

Re: Permission to archive ANZMI and privacy request
Friday, 22 October 2010 8:22:33 AM

Thank you for the explanation. We will be happy to comply with your requirements.

On 22 October 2010 07:02, Digital Archiving Section <elecunitfi). nla. gov. au> wrote:

Thank you for your phone call, I'm sorry 1 wasn't available to talk to you about your
request.

As I understand it, you wish that your name does not appear in any way on the record of,
or archived version of the website?

If this is the case then this can be done as both the record, and archived website, as
publically available, do not have to contain any personal information of the creator or
publisher. The catalogue record does require a "Publisher name'" however we can
simply state "ANZMI" in place of your name.

However, we do need the initial permission to archive the website, and the record of this
which will contain your name, would be kept in the National Library record keeping
system and the PANDORA administration system which are both publically
inaccessible.

I have added the permissions information to the bottom of this email so that you can look
over it and see what we would be asking, if you have any further questions or queries
you can contact me either by |

Yours sincerely,



Web Archiviny l. ibrarian

National Library of Australia

Parkes Place

Canberra. ACT 2600

22/10/10

Request for permission to archive the online publications of Australasian & New
Zealand Military Imposters

The National Library of Australia aims to build a comprehensive collection of Australian
publications to ensure that Australians have access to their documentary heritage now
and in the future.

PANDORA, Australia 's Web Archive, was set up by the Library in 1996 to enable the
archiving and provision of long-term access to online Australian publications. Since
then we have been identifying and archiving online publications that meet our collecting
scope and priorities. Additional information about PANDORA and access to archived
titles can be found on the Library's server at: http://pandora. nla. gov. au/mdex. html

We would like to include the online publications of Australasian & New Zealand
Military Impostors in the PANDORA Archive. I would be grateful if you would let me
hiow whether you are willing to permit us to do so, that is, grant us licence under the
Copyright Act 1968, to copy your publications into the Archive and to provide online
public access to them via the Internet. This means that you would grant the Library
permission to retain your publications in the Archive and to provide public access to
them in perpetuity. Further information on what granting a licence would entail can be
found at: http://pandora. nla. gov. au/licencefaq. html



If you are -willing to grant us such a licence, please complete the short fonn at the end of
this message and return it to me.

There are some benefits to you as a publisher in having your publications archived by
the Library. If you grant w a copyright licence, the Library will take the necessary
preservation action to keep your publications accessible as hardware and software
changes over time. The Library will catalogue your publications and add the records to
the National Bibliographic Database (a database of catalogue records shared by over
5, 200 Australian libraries), as welf as to our own online catalogue. This will increase
awareness of your publications among researchers using libraries.

Ifycni have any^uer^e^Uase do not hesitate to contact^^^^^^^^^ by
telephone on ̂ ^^^^^B or by emml^^^^^^^^^^. Should yoit find me
difficult to contact for any 11 iiiiiii, ̂ ^^^^^^B would also be happy to assist

w. His phone number is ̂ ^^^^^ and his email address is

I/We grant the National Library of Australia a licence under the Copyright Act 1968
to copy the online publications of Australasian & New Zealand Military Impostors into
the PANDORA Archive. I understand that this licence permits the Library to retain
and provide public online access to them in perpetuity and that the Library may make
reproductions or communications of my publications as are reasonably necessary to
preserve them and make them available to the public.

NAME:ANZMI not for publication)

ORGANISATION: Australian New Zealand Military Imposfers - ANZMI

PHONE:^^^^^^^ not for publication

EMAIL:

We understand that you may want to publicise the inclusion of your
websife/publication in the PANDORA Archive. but we request that you do not
publish this ertiail online.




